Questioning the New Public Paradigm: Views on Civic Engagement from Four Public Disciplines

2008 Public Anthropology Roundtable
Greater Boston Anthropology Consortium
**Friday, April 18, 2:30 p.m.**
Tufts University Humanities Center
(48 Professors Row)

How can already-public disciplines and new public initiatives in higher education engage productively with each other? Join the Tufts Anthropology Department for a roundtable discussion that brings together scholar/practitioners and others who will help us look at civic engagement and active citizenship initiatives from a stimulating variety of perspectives.

Marge Bruchac, anthropologist
   American Studies/Tufts University
James Green, historian
   University of Massachusetts/Boston
Ann-Eliza Lewis, archaeologist
   Massachusetts Historical Commission
Chadwick Matlin, journalist
   Tufts Class of 2007
Michael O’Connell, artist/curator
   Somerville Museum
Susan Ostrander, sociologist
   Tufts University

Sponsored by the Tufts Departments of Anthropology with support from the Departments of American Studies, History, Sociology and the Archaeology Program • Opening remarks by Andrew McClellan, Dean of Academic Affairs for Arts & Sciences • Reception will follow